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Coordination between the NHRC Nepal and India
Indian NHRC Directs Government to Compensate to the Family of late Mukul Roy Yadav
of Nepal who was killed by SSB India

National Human Rights Commission, India, has directed its government to provide
monetary compensation to the family of Nepali national Mukul Roy Yadav, a resident of
former Sarmajuwa VDC, Rautahat, who was dead due to Indian Sashastra Seema Bal's
(SSB) severe assault in October 2009 A. D. NHRC Nepal had informed NHRC India about
the killing incident of victim Mukul Roy Yadav near by the Nepal- India border by the
armed border force (SSB) and urged it to investigate the incident. Considering the NHRC
Nepal's request seriously NHRC, India carried out a fair investigation, which concluded
that SSB was responsible for his death, and had directed Indian government in 2017 A. D.
to provide INR 500,000 compensation to the victim's family. Honorable Chairperson of the
NHRC Nepal, Anup Raj Sharma-led delegation had urged the Indian counterpart to take
necessary initiative and effort to ensure compensation to the victim's family and coordinate
in the future too in the common issues of human rights of the border area.
The NHRC, Nepal recently received a letter from the Indian NHRC saying that it had
requested the Embassy of India in Kathmandu through the Indian Home Ministry to
provide compensation to the wife (Urmila Devi) of Mukul Roy Yadav who was the victim
of the human rights violation. NHRC, Nepal has been collaborating with the National
Human Rights Institutions of other countries to protect the rights and in case of providing
reparation to the victims of human rights violation. NHRC Nepal also thanks NHRC India
for its support and the decision to protect the human rights and wishes to its continuous
support in the days to come too.
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